The Oregon brain aging study: neuropathology accompanying healthy aging in the oldest old.
To describe the relationship between neuropathologic aging and longitudinal measures of cognitive function in healthy oldest old individuals. Nondemented individuals without cardiovascular or other age-associated diseases of age > or =85 years were followed until death. Regional postmortem measures of senile plaque (SP) and neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) severity were examined in relationship to clinical status, cognitive measures, and rate of cognitive change. Among 19 healthy individuals, 10 became demented or had incipient dementia develop. Clinical status and rate of change in cognitive scores correlated with increasing brain lesion burden, particularly in neocortical regions. Compared to demented individuals, nondemented individuals had few or no neocortical NFT (p = 0.009) or SP (p = 0.001). There was a strong correlation between rate of cognitive change on Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and neocortical NFT (r = 0.859, p = 0.001). The few NFT and SP in nondemented patients had a predilection for limbic areas. These results support a continuum in which AD is infrequent in the healthy, cognitively stable, oldest old. The minimal abnormalities in cognitively stable individuals are consistent with the notion that preclinical pathologic AD precedes obvious cognitive impairment. Longitudinal cognitive testing shows an increased burden of neuropathologic changes in those who have cognitive decline but are not functionally impaired and do not meet criteria for the diagnosis of dementia. The strong relationship between cumulative pathologic changes and rate of cognitive decline suggests that these lesions may have clinical consequences at any age and are not likely to be benign senescent changes.